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The Loss of a Chow
World Legend
Dr. Clif Shryock
Again we sadly say goodbye
to one of the nicest and gentlest of Chow people Dr. Clif
Shryock. He has been in the
breed for decades, Clif
was always ready to
help you with any questions you may have had.
Clif passed away in the
hospital May 31st during
the 2000 US Chow
National, many years
ago his first wife Vivian
was stricken at the
National Specialty in
Atlanta in 1986, she
passed away May 1,
just a couple of days before
she was scheduled to judge
the first Specialty of the
Atlanta Club.
We could just picture Sherrie,
Clif, and Vivian watching the
rest of us at this year’s National with great amusement.
Clif judged the first National
we hosted here in the west
and had one of the largest
entries Canada had ever
seen. Both Clif and his wife
Marlene were wonderful, we
really enjoyed having them
both with us.

Both Harry and myself will
remember fondly the many
parties and fun times we
spent with Clif and Marlene.
The Chow World has lost 2
very dedicated Chowists this
year in Sherrie Harper and
Clif Shryock. They will both
be in our thoughts for many

many years to come...we
miss you both.
This year US National Specialty was a great success, it
was a little HOT, at least to us
from the west. The King
Henry VIII hotel I’m sure was
a wonderful place in it’s hay
day but as they plan to tear it
down to make room for a new
runway for the airport things
are a little different. One of
the most popular topics was
trading horror stories about
your rooms.

But in spite of it all everyone
had a great time. There were
two big Canadian winners in
the draws, Fran Johnson won
2 nights stay at the hotel,
while I won a large collection
of Givenchy Oranza perfumes and creams. I later
received a nice gift from the
show committee of more
perfume for helping out with
the decorations for the Auction dinner. I certainly will be
smelling good for awhile.
The Auction was wonderful
success which raised over
$7000 for the Club. An Akita
breeder donated a Baccarat
Crystal Chow to be auctioned
for Canine Health Research,
it took in $750. in a very lively
exchange of bids.
There was a mystery item up
for bid, bidding was started
before it was unwrapped,
bidding really got going when
it was revealed the item to be
a candid shot of Paul
sloughed ringside in Denver,
blown up to poster size and
framed. Someone should
have taken a picture of Paul
when the wrapping came off.
It brought in $70.00 and was
presented to Minnie by the
buyer. I wonder where she
will hang that one?
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One of the most fun nights
The winners dog - what can
was the Karoke Party, it was
you say, I don’t think there
packed, loud and FUN. Who
was a person there that did
knew Christine Farnell would
not want to take that dog
have such a voice!! Kathy
home. It was also his first
Feroglia (a.k.a. Johnson) won
show and he did SHOW in
money for best Duet, she was
every sense of the word.
a dead ringer for Wyonna and
sure to win Best Look-a-Like,
We had a pretty good
until Diana Ross walked in,
Canadian turn out, Christine
Farnell, Fran Johnson, Judith still don’t know who Diana
really was. Frank McGurk
Tulloch, Jacquie Swim, Pam
Schmied, (who was part of the from England was the most
frequent singer to share his
show committee), Maureen
talent with the audience.
Clune, Gail Forsythe, Lydna
Lockstein, and of course this
Frank was also nominated for
year’s Judge Paul
Odenkirchen with wife Minnie the Bitch of The Year award
given out at the Awards dinwere both there.
ner by the Fung Family.
Both Paul and Roy Bailey did Frank was wearing a shorter
skirt than most of the contesta nice job of judging, they
both had a lot of patience and ants.
took their time to find just the
dogs they wanted. Paul put a All in all it was a most enjoyable week.
few dogs up on the table
which certainly helps out the
younger ones, not to mention
old knees trying to get down
to their level too.
Pam Schmied outdid herself
in the art department with the
placements, she carved and
painted the large (3 to 4 feet)
Chows, Breed was a “King of
Hearts”, BOS was a “Queen
of Hearts” and BW was a
“Jack of Hearts” all the theme
of “Deal Me In”. The 4 placement Chows dressed as cards
and were holding up playing
cards. These were also auctioned off but you had to leave
them till after the show.
Those of you who get Chow
Life, just wait till you see the
pictures of the wonderful
creations.
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CCCI National Specialty
Judge Roy Baily
Best in Puppy Sweepstakes
Chinarose I Like Ike
11\22\1999 Bred by - Steve &
Sandra Miller
Owned by - Kitty Huberty
Best of Opposite to Best in
Puppy Sweepstakes
Jidi Divine Intervention
7\16\1999 Bred by - Diana
Hillygus & Sandra Miller
Owned by Diana & Jim Hillygus
Best in Veterans Sweepstakes
Ch. Sumsai Special Envoy
11\6\1992 Bred by - Mrs. Pat
Lawson Owned by Robert &
Bernadette Bruce
Best of Opposite to Best in
Veterans Sweepstakes
Ch. Westwind Wu-Li-Pu
Classy Chassy 7\5\1989 Bred
& Owned by - Timothy Malueg,
Dale Hafner & B Samoore

Regular Classes
Judge Paul Odenkirchen
Puppy Dogs 6-9
1. Chinarose I Like Ike owned by Kitty Huberty
2. Cassanova
Allalone’nfeelinblu - owned by
Judy & Robert Loratto
3. Paramount Crown Royal owned by Jeff & Susan Sedillos
4. Westwind’s Double
Expossiour - owned by Tim
Malueg & Dale Hafner
Puppy Dogs 9-12
1. Pendleton MVP From Bear
Den - owned by David &
Patricia Foose
2. De Ja Vu The Hoodlum owned by Andrea & Church
Bridges, Andrea & Glenn
Wallace
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Puppy Dogs 12-18
1. Dreamland’s The Chosen
One, owned by Melody
Yoshikawa & Michael & Linda
Brantley
2. Man-Di’s K-Nine Tracker,
owned by Nancy & Lee
Demmory
3. Kyrie Dashing Dakota, owned
by Christie L. Billups
4. Kyrie Part The C for Walace,
owned by Glenn Wallace, Jr.
Bred by Exhibitor
1. Sitze-Gou’s Knight
Banneret, owned by Bill Buell
2. Bearden’s Big Shot, owned by
Lucille & Harry Gibney
3. Westwind’s Red Rum, owned
by Tim Malueg & Dale Hafner
4. Brigadoon’s I’m A Soul Man,
owned by Steve & Milli Sudduth
American Bred
1. Rainbow Timemachine
O’Cherie, owned by Sherrie
Harper
2. Silkwood R M’s Titanic,
owned by R Jeeravawong & B
Becker
Open Dogs, Rough Coat, Black
1. Midnight Magic Klar, owned
by Scody Oesterich & Tammy
Klar
Open Dogs, Rough Coat, Red
1. Dreamland’s Prime Directive, owned by Steve & Kathy
Stricklin
2. Sweet Talking Romeo of the
Royal Club, Owned by Kitty
Buurman Bil
3. Cervan’s Jr Medley, owned by
William & Barbara Cervan
4. Cherub Magenta Sky Dancer,
owned by Myrna Bisso
Open Dogs, Smooth Coat
1. Trage’s Gabriel at Bear-ett,
owned by Deborah & Alyssa
Barrett
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2. Rio’s Your Own Latin Lover,
owned by Angel Bell & Rafael
Rosario
3. Sitze-Gou’s Glazz Tyger,
owned by Patricia Westfall & Bill
Buell
4. Ahso Fan-C Sugar Ray
Smooth, owned by J Warren & B
Hickman
Winner’s Dog
Chinarose I Like Ike
Reserve Winner’s Dog
Pendleton MVP From Bearden
Veterans’ Dog
1. Ch. Barbary’s Heartbreak
Houston, owned by Donald &
Myrna Wacker &
Barbara Becker
2. Ch. Ky Chings Risky Business
owned by Jennifer & Kevin
Babcock
3. Ch. Sumsai Special Envoy,
owned by Robert & Bernadette
Bruce
4. Ch. Shoh-Dee’s N Katar’s
Hammer, owned by Mary &
Chuck Roush
Puppy Bitch 6-9 Months
1. Robmoor’s Wy Not Me,
owned by Carrie Voorhees,
Tracey Stevens & Wynonna
Judd
2. Dreamland’s All That Glitters,
owned by Michael & Linda
Brantley
3. Chen Chu Dixie Chick, owned
by Frances & Peter Martinez
4. Chrisma Solar Wind, owned
by Gail Forsythe

Have a Great
Canada Day
and July 4th
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Puppy Bitch 9-12 Month
1. Jidi Divine Intervention
owned by Jim & Diana Hillygus
2. Loclyn’s Chowdown Tillie,
owned by Patricia Mather
3. Cross B’s Khan Enchanted
Lady, owned by Carol Ann &
Donald Willits
Puppy Bitch 12-18 Month
1. Cross B Star Fell N Alabama
owned by Debra & Jimmy Pilato
2. Tokoeka’s Maggie’s Miracle,
owned by Fran Johnson
Novice Bitch
1. Tiawin Texas Twister, owned
by Kathy Reed & Billie Smith
Bred-by-Exhibitor Bitches
1. Paramount Red Bandana,
owned by Jeff & Susie Sedillos
2. Chen Chu What Cow Girls D,
owned by Fran & Pete Martinez
3. Bluebonnet O’Suzanna,
owned by Pat & David Pearson
4. Sunburst’s The Lovely Rita,
owned by Harvey & Penny Kent
American-Bred Bitches
1. Do-Right’s Gift From Lilly,
owned by Jon & Sara Koppe
Open Bitches, Rough coat,
Black
1. Donsue’s Kwai Chang Ming
owned by Don, Jason & Sue
Avila
2. Pondview Xena Black Orchid,
owned by Xena Rook & Anita &
Bo Bjurman
Open Bitches, Rough coat, Red
1. Cross B’s Ahwatukee
Arizona owned by Tom & Jan
Lockhart
2. Fur-Bee’s Bar Fly, owned by
Ted Lee
3. Sunburst on Gethsemane
Kyrie, owned by Scody
Oesterich
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Open Bitches, Rough Coat,
AOC
1. Nan-Tan’s White Diamonds
owned by Janet Burke & Nancy
Fulkerson
Open Bitches, Smooth Coat
1. Rubyhills Red Willow,
owned by Roger & Pat Westfall
Winner’s Bitch
Paramont Red Bandana
owned by Jeff & Susie Sedillos
Reserve Winner’s Bitch
Cross B’s Ahwatukee Arizona
- owned by Tom & Jan Lockhart
Veteran Bitches
1. Ch. Westwind Wu-Li-Pu
Classsy Chassy, owned by Tim
Malueg & Dale Hafner
& B Samoore
2. Ch. Shoh-Dee’s Vixen, owned
by Mary Gutierrez
3. My Sams Madriver M
Butterfly, owned by Margaret 7
Peter D Corleto
4. My Sam’s Satin Suprise,
owned by Diane Hinkle
BEST OF BREED
Ch. Bearden’s Captivating DeLite, owned by Lucille & Harry
Gibney, Dave & Pat Foose (this
dog won the Specialty in ’99
also)
BEST OF WINNERS
Chinarose I Like Ike - owned
by Kitty Huberty
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX
Ch. Winsong’s Tango in
Dreamland - owned by Michael
& Linda Brantley
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Awards of Merit:
Ch. Westwind’s Peach Fuzz,
owned by Tim Malueg & Dale
Hafner
Ch. Rio’s Go for the Gusto,
owned by Eileen Bruington &
Ekarat Sangkunakup
Ch. Shoh-Dee’s Gotcha
Lookin, owned by Jim Smothers
& Mary Roush
Ch. Chinabear Linen ‘n Lace,
owned by Luis & Angela ArenasLopez
Paramount Red Bandana
owned by Jeff & Susie Sedillos
Ch. My Sam’s The Power of
Love, owned by Frank & Sandra
Holloway
Stud Dog Class
1. Ch. Cross B’s Kai O-Sama
of Tory, owned by Shirley King
2. Ch. Westwind’s Peach Fuzz owned by Tim Malueg & Dale
Hafner
3. Ch. Dreamlands Cody Bo
Jangles, owned by Michael &
Linda Brantley
4. Roshmire’s Life with Riley,
owned by Fran Johnson
Brood Bitch Class
Ch. Mi-Pao’s Sweet Angel,
owned by Michael & Linda
Brantley

Back here in the West a new
American Championship was
earned by our CCFC members Karen & Mike Cox on
Am/Intl Ch Leatherwood
Love On The Rocks, Breeders/Owners/Handlers-Mike &
Karen Cox
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A very BIG Congratulations to
Terry and Linda Inch for their
2 back to back Best in Show
wins on Ch.Jodezi Rickshaw
Mcgraw, bred by Joanna
Parker and Yves Pardis.

1999’s Top 5 Chow in
Canada
(unofficial count)
1. Ch. Josol’s Debar E Z Rider
Can.Ch. Knof’s Foster At Josol x
Sherddee’s Charlene, Br: Arlene
Burkey\Sol & Joan Falchuk, Ow:
Sol & Joan Falchuk
2. Am\Can.Ch. Cherub Thunder of The Lords
Silverstone’s Cherub Lousa Blu
x Amulet Venus De Cherub, Br:
Linda Fernadez, Ow: Karol &
Chuck Gilmore\L. Fernadez
3. Ch. Sevenacre Leatherwd
Olympian (MBIS\BISS)
Can.Ch. Sevenacre’s Barnye’s
Boy Bil x Leatherwood Cause Its
Maude, Br: Karen & Mike Cox,
Ow: Kitty Egan
4. Am\Can.Ch.Yangtze Veni
Vidi Vici
Am\Can.Ch. Yangtze’s
Bodacious x Can.Ch,
Leatherwood Don’t Call Me
Lucy, Br: Mike & Karen Cox,
Ow: Christine & Tony Barnick
5. Ch. Mi-Pao’s J W Slammer
Can\Am.Ch. Mi-Pao’s Johnny
Walker x Can.Ch. Mi-Pao’s
Soleil, Br\Ow: Paul Odenkirchen
Top Winng Chow Puppy
Lisha’s McDyland D’Baron
Ow: Debby & Jeff Howard
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Join the FUN at the
2000 CCFC National
2000 National Specialty
Sweepstakes - Sept 8
Judges: John & Victoria
Schmidt
Stoney Plain AB
Regular Classes Sept 9
Judge Cheryl Meyers
Egerton
Minto NB
Dinner and Auction to be held
Saturday Evening. Premium
Lists for the National and the 3
EKC All Breed shows can be
found on-line @
www.edmontonkennelclub.ab.ca
or call Lori Meadows.

Closing date
AUGUST 14 2000
!!!!
All Ads must be in by
Aug 14 2000
Full Page
Half Page
Business Card

$35.00
$20.00
$10.00

All ads MUST be received
camera ready (or a setup
charge of $30.00 per page may
be charged).
Make cheques payable to
CCFC-AB
Pease send Ads, Auction,
Hospitality Bag and Trophy
Donations to Lori Meadows,
49 Rosewood Dr.
Sherwood Park, AB, T8A 0L8
(780) 464-8542
spiritwood@home.com
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April 12th 2000 Br\Ows: Douglas Johnston and Leonard
Hanson lost LOHAN’S
CREAM OF THE CROP,
Mar\23\1993, Can.Ch. Lohan
Nathanniel (BPIS) x
Am\Can.Ch. Lohan Ebonie
Charr-Daye

"Outside of a dog, a
book is probably man's best
friend; inside of a dog, it's too
dark to read." -- Groucho Marx
"To his dog, every man
is Napoleon; hence the constant
popularity of dogs." -- Aldous
Huxley
"A dog teaches a boy fidelity,
perseverance, and to turn around
three times before lying down." - Robert Benchley
"Did you ever walk into a room
and forget why you walked in? I
think that's how dogs spend their
lives." -- Sue Murphy

We will be hosting a National Booster Oct 28th 2000.
At The LARGEST All Breeds Shows in Canada
Lower Mainland Dog Fanciers Shows
Oct 26, 27, 28, & 29th 2000
Auction and Dinner to be held that night.
Please do come and join us here in the WEST for a GREAT time.
Western Dog Shows Ltd.
P.O. Box 3070 M.P.P., Kamloops, B.C. Canada V2C 6B7
Phone: (250) 573-3944 or Fax: (250) 573-3574
E-Mail: WesternDogShows@compupets.com
(entries on-line accepted)
Web-site: http://www.compupets.com/westerndogshows
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Hello again,
In this issue of our CCFC
newsletter we are going to
include a copy of a new Chow
Chow Standard. The underlined italics are totally new and
anything with a strike through
is deleted from the Standard
as it is now. The ordinary
printing is what we want to
leave unchanged. Most of the
additions are meant to just
clarify different points in the
Standard. We are trying to
make all points clear not only
to new owners and breeders
but also clear to judges who
may only see the occasional
Chow in the ring. I think this
Standard is basically what is
needed.
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All 3 Chow Clubs, Maple Leaf,
South Central, and CCFC have
worked on this for about four
years.
Please go over this very carefully
and give us your comments. We
are hoping to send this out for an
official vote in the near future.
Please comment on each point
and also whether you could
accept the whole Standard as our
new one. Please notice on
number 14 there are two totally
different ways we could approach
this. Let us know which way you
would prefer and maybe a comment on why you have picked
either the first or second change.
As these are very important
changes we are trying to
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make please go over it
very carefully and be sure to
send it back to us with your
comments.
Thank you

Kitty Egan
Please send your
comments to either:
Kitty Egan
7acres@mars.ark.com
(250) 339-5907

Suzanne Staines
chinabar@home.com
Ph: (604) 826-3284
Fax: (604) 820-9098

Underlined Italics is totally new text.
Anything with strike through is being delected from present standard.
Normal text is wording in the present standard that is staying.

Chow Chow
1. HISTORY
The Chow Chow is an ancient breed of northern Oriental origin. As a working breed in its country of
origin, the Chow Chow was used to guard and hunt. Today the Chow is primarily a companion dog.
Nothing in CKC standard now.
2. GENERAL APPEARANCE
A massive, cobby, powerful dog of medium size active and alert, with strong, muscular development, and
perfect balance. Body squares with height of leg at shoulder; head is broad and flat, with short, broad,
and deep muzzle, accentuated by a ruff; the whole supported by straight, strong legs. Tail carried well
over the back. Clothed in a shining smooth or, off-standing rough double coat, Dogs to look masculine.
Bitches to look feminine. When comparing the different sexes – allowance be made for bitches who may
not have as much head and substance. The Chow is a masterpiece of beauty, dignity, and untouched
naturalness.
To add to existing Standard for a little more clarification.
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3. TEMPERAMENT
Keen intelligence, independent spirit, aloof and reserved with stranger. Aggressiveness or timidity is
undesirable. Because of its deep set eyes, the Chow has limited peripheral vision and is best approached
from the front.
Not in CKC Standard.
4. SIZE
A medium size dog who is balanced, cobby and powerful. Average height of adult specimen is 16 to 20
inches at the shoulder.
Not in the CKC Standard under size. Some of this was in the General Appearance unit.
5. COAT AND COLOUR
COAT
There are two types of coat, rough and smooth. Both are double coated. Rough- the coat is abundant,
dense, straight, and off standing; rather coarse in texture with a soft, thick ,woolly undercoat. Coat and
ruff generally longer in dogs, than in bitches. Tail well feathered. Texture and condition should be given
greater emphasis than the length. It may be any clear colour, solid throughout with lighter shadings on
ruff, tail, and breechings.
The Smooth Chow Chow is judged by the same standard as the rough variety with the exception of coat
length. The Smooth should have the same woolly undercoat, a harsh ,texture and , dense, smooth outer
coat with definite undercoat. as the rough variety, but the Smooth’s outer coat is short and gives a sleek
appearance. There should be no obvious ruff or feathering on legs and tail.
To clarify the two coats a little more.
COLOUR
There are five basic colours, red (light red to deep mahogany) black, blue, cinnamon and cream (white
to a dark biscuit). Clear coloured, solid throughout, with lighter shadings on the ruff, tail breeching and
feathering, a cream dog may have darker shadings. Acceptable colours to be judged on equal basis.
To clarify colours as this is not in our standard right now.
6. HEAD
Large and massive in proportion to size of dog, but proudly carried, not over exaggerated as to make the
dog seem top heavy, or to result in a low head carriage, with broad, flat skull; well filled under the eyes;
moderate stop; Muzzle short in comparison to length of skull but not less than 1/3 of head length, broad
from eyes to end of nose, and of equal depth. The lips somewhat full and over hanging .Teeth strong and
level, with a scissors bite; should neither be overshot, nor undershot. Expression essentially dignified,
lordly, scowling discerning, sober, and snobbish - one of independence.
To clarify the Standard as it is now. We do not want our dogs losing balance.
NOSE
Nose large broad, and black in colour. In all colours black noses are preferred. Blues may have a slate
coloured nose and creams may have a brown or liver coloured nose.
At present we cannot show the creams, as it is not allowed for them to have a self-coloured nose. The
cream dogs do not have to have a black nose to have good pigment.
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EYES
Eyes dark, deep set of moderate size, and almond shaped
Dark, deep set, of moderate size, almond shaped , pupils must be visible.
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Some eyes are getting so deep set as to be out of sight causing problems.
EARS
Ears small, thick , slightly rounded at tip, stiffly carried with a slight forward tilt, the inner corner of the
ear to be in line with the outer corner of the eye They should be placed wide apart, on top of the skull,
and set with a slight, forward tilt.
Adding to information already in Standard.
TONGUE
Tongue is blue-black. The tissues of the mouth should approximate black, gums preferably black. A
solid black mouth is preferred. Lips should be overhanging but not pendulous.
Adding a little more information to existing Standard.
7. NECK
Strong, full, set well on the shoulders nicely arched and of sufficient length to carry the head proudly,
well above the topline, when standing.
Adding to existing Standard.
8. FOREQUARTERS
Shoulder muscular, slightly sloping. Forelegs perfectly straight, with heavy bone and upright pasterns,
placed well apart and parallel. Elbow joints set well back alongside the chest wall, elbows turning
neither in or out. Feet, round, cat-like with thick pads, standing well up on the toes. Dew claws may be
removed.
Adding to existing Standard.
9. BODY
Short, compact close coupled, strongly muscled, broad and deep. Back short, straight, and strong. Chest
broad, deep, never narrow and muscular, with well-sprung ribs but not barrel. A narrow chest is a
serious fault. Loins broad, deep, and powerful, and , well let down in the flank giving overall appearance of squareness..Topline, straight, strong and level from the withers to the base of the tail..
Adding to existing Standard.
10. HINDQUARTERS
Hind legs straight-hocked, muscular, and heavy boned. . Rear and front bone approximately equal. Stifle
shows little angulation, hock joints well let down, must be strong, well knit, never bowing or breaking
forward or to the side. Hock joint and metatarsals to be in a straight line below the hip joint. Feet same
as forequarters. Feet compact, round, cat-like, with thick pads.
Adding to existing Standard.
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11. TAIL
Set well up and carried closely to the back, following line of spine at start.
No change.
12. GAIT
Completely individual. Short and stilted because of a straight stifle and. straight hocks. Sound, straight
moving, agile, quick and powerful, never lumbering. It is from the side that the unique stilted action is
most easily assessed. The rear leg moves up and forward from the hip in a straight, stilted pendulum like
line, with a slight bounce in the rump, legs extend neither far forward nor backward. There should be no
roll through the midsection. Viewed from the rear, the line of bone from the hip joint to pad, remains
straight as the dog moves. As speed increases, the hindlegs incline slightly inward. Viewed from the
front, the line of bone from shoulder joint to pad, remain straight as the dog moves. As speed increases,
the forelegs incline slightly inward, the front legs must not swing out in semicircles nor mince or show
any evidence of hackney action. Somewhat lacking in speed, the Chow has excellent endurance.
Just adding to existing Standard.
13. FAULTS
1 Overshot or undershot bites.
2.A narrow chest.
3. Anything but a black nose on a red, black or cinnamon coloured dog.
Before you comment on #3 please check #14 first. Your ideas on #13 will depend on how you want to
see #14 done. If you want (a) for the disqualification then #3 would not be there at all. If you want (b)
for a disqualification then #3 would stay.
14. DISQUALIFICATION
(a) Nose spotted or distinctly any other colour than black, except in blue Chows, which may have solid
blue or slate noses and in creams, which may have a brown or liver coloured nose.. Tongue red, pink, or
obviously spotted with red or pink. Drop ear or ears. A drop ear is one which is stiffly carried or stiffly
erect, but which breaks over at any point from its base to its tip or which lies parallel to the top of the
skull.
We want to be able to show the creams with a brown or liver coloured nose, as this does not affect their
tongue pigment.
Or totally delete this sentence.
(b) Nose spotted or distinctly any other colour than black, except in blue chows, which may have a blue
or slate nose and in creams, which may have a brown or liver nose. Tongue red, pink, or obviously
spotted with red or pink. Drop ear or ears. A drop ear is one which is stiffly carried or stiffly erect, but
which breaks over at any point from its base to its tip or which lies parallel to the top of the skull.
.
There could be a problem with telling the difference between a dark cream and a very light red to tell
which nose colour the dog should have so it would simplify things just to just take this out as a disqualification and put it in as a serious fault.
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New
Canadian
Champions

CH. CHIKOO’S BLU
MANCHU, JL611992, Ch.
Chikoo’s Midnight Msgic x
Chikoo’s Creme de la Creme
CH. LOCLYN’S
CHOWDOWN TILLIE,
JL591343, Pondview Sir
Winston x Ch. Loclyn’s Shania,
CH. MI-PAO’S MINUTE
MAN, JJ597907, Ch. Mi-Pao’s
Macho Cream x Sherdee’s Miss
Prissy
CH. PONDVIEW SIR
WINSTON, ERN99000214,
Am.Ch. Pondview’s This Bud’s
For You x Am.Ch. Koby’s
Anticipation
CH. ST. STEVENS LIL-REDTUTU, ERN98003027,
Westwind’s Carbon Copie x
Mariahs Ghost
CH. TOKOEKA’S MAGGIE
MIRACLE, JA582647, Ch.
Roshmire’s Life With Riley x
Tokoeka’s Miss Maggie Macd

Canadian
Bred or Owned
OFA
JADEN’S STARTRUCK
PLATNM PORSCHE,
GG440882, OFA:3182 Fair,
Jaden’s Korbi x Kiemac’s
something To Talk About, BR:
Dennis & Jackie Prudden (Warren) OW: Ruth Clark\Barbara
Olsen
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NAWSHI’S SUMO,
GU536050, OFA:3210 Good
NAWSHI’S VICTORIA OF
WINDSONG, OFA:3159 Good
"I loathe people who keep dogs.
They are cowards who haven't
got the guts to bite people themselves." -- August Strindberg
"No animal should ever jump up
on the dining room furniture
unless absolutely certain that he
can hold his own in the conversation."
-- Fran Lebowitz

Please feel free to contact any of
the Chow Chow Fanciers Exc. with
ideas or questions.
President: Kitty Egan
1344 Anderton Rd.
Comox, BC, V9M 3Z2
7acres@mars.ark.com

"Ever consider what they must
think of us? I mean, here we
come back from a grocery store
with the most amazing haul -chicken, pork, half a cow. They
must think we're the greatest
hunters on earth!" -- Anne Tyler

Vice President & Newsletter
Editor: Suzanne Staines
32829 Bakerview Ave.
Mission, BC, V2V 2P8
Chinabar@home.com

"I wonder if other dogs think
poodles are members of a weird
religious cult." -- Rita Rudner

Secretary: Lori Meadows
49 Rosewood Dr.
Sherwood Park, AB, T8A 0L8
iluvchows@home.com

Happy
Daddy’sDay

Treasurer: Jacquie Swim
25 Alpine Dr.
Bridgewater,
NS, B4V 3A5
jms@chowchows.com
Corresponding Sec.: Linda Smith
Site 116, Box 18, R.R.#1
Dryden, ON, P8N 2Y4
stardust@dryden.net
Chairperson of South Central
Chow Chow Club:
Sol Falchuk
Gr.1, Box 9, R.R.#5
Port Perry ON, L9L 1B6
sfalchuk@msn.com

The opinions expressed in articles and advertisements are those of the authors
and advertisers and do not necessarily represent endorsement of the
Chow Chow Fanciers of Canada
Articles become the property of the Club unless reserved by the author.
Articles
will be reasonably edited by the editor. The right to refuse material submitted
is reserved by the Club and editor. Please do not reproduce any Newsletter
material without written permission...thank you.

